
Meeting 06/13/2020 

Attendees 

 

Anuj Ghimirey  

Matthew Turetsky  

Brianna Papoutsis 

Olivia Heffernan 

Christian Bogardus 

 

Absent Members 

 

Angelica Camilo 

 

Scribe 

 

Olivia Heffernan 

 

Agenda 

 

Old Business 

● Brief Review of Old Business 

New Business 

● Email Discussion 

● Website Start Confirmation 

● 501(c)3 Timeline 

● Board Governance Timeline 
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● Miscellaneous Topics 

● Round Robin Committee/Personal Goals Update Discussion 

● Board Funding and Donations Discussion / Banking 

 

Old Business 

 

● A very brief review of the discussions had in previous meetings to serve as a general reminder to 

the board. 

 

New Business 

 

● Email Discussion: The board discussed a starting email naming convention. It was determined 

with a unanimous vote that “LanuchCHL” would be how the organization presents itself. This 

extends to the website domain and social media presence. Unfortunately, the “LaunchCHL” was not 

available on Gmail, leading the board to select the full “LaunchComunityHealthLeauge@gmail.com”.  

● Website Start Confirmation: It was confirmed with a unanimous vote that Launch would utilize 

the website builder WordPress both for its price and its website building tool. However, several 

members of the Board recommended recruiting an individual experienced in web design to ensure 

the effectiveness of the site.  

● 501(c)3 Timeline: The Chair presented an update on where Launch is in the 501(c)3 process. 

501(c)3 is what allows tax-exempt status for nonprofit organizations. At the time of the meeting, 

steps that remained to be completed or were in the process of completion were: publish 

incorporation in two newspapers, hold an official organizational meeting of the Board of Directors, 

open an organization bank account, and complete and file the 501(c)3 form itself.  

● Board Governance Timeline: An update and general explanation of the current state Board’s role 

within the organization and an expectation of how it will evolve. Launch is currently utilizing a 

Working Board, meaning that the responsibilities of Directors include governance, administration, 

volunteering, donating, and maintaining a good public image. In order to move to a Governing 

Board, the following requirements must be met: having a full administrative staff, at least two 

active projects, complete initial compliance requirements, having a fully functional HR system, an 

advisory board in place, having a CFO that is trusted and competent, complete organization 

framework, the completion of a two-year plan and a unanimous confidence vote of the Board. It is 

estimated that, at minimum, the Board could transition from the current structure to a Governing 

Board in eight months. For reference, the Google Slides containing this presentation can be found 

in the organization Google Drive under the “Important Do Not Delete” folder within the general 

“Board” folder.  

● Miscellaneous Topics 

○ Narrative working document: This document is accessible in the Google Drive within the 

“Working Documents” folder. All Board members are highly encouraged to add to this 
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document as it is vital to receive tax-exempt status. It is estimated that each individual 

question within this document will be referenced separately at later meetings.  

○ Donor Sheet: This list can be accessed on the main page of the organizational Google 

Drive. Any single donations can be placed on this document for future reference.  

○ Research Committee discussion: This topic was mentioned in a previous Committee 

meeting 

● Round Robin Committee/Personal Goals Update Discussion: 

○ Matt: Presented a document entitled “Navigation-Burnout-Time Research” with links leading 

to research on said topics regarding healthcare providers. Regarding the Finance and 

Fundraising Committee, an anticipated initial costs list was constructed, as well as concrete 

cost requirements in a two-month, five-month, and year timeline. The relevant documents 

are available in the Committee folder.  

○ Briana: The Communications Committee drafted a general recruitment message that is to 

be finalized in the coming weeks. The question of requiring either a questionnaire or a more 

formal resume for recruitment was discussed within the committee and it was determined 

that a simple questionnaire is acceptable for close personal contacts, but a resume is 

expected from other candidates.  

○ Olivia: The Risk and Compliance Committee was tasked with researching and determining 

potential initial risks that Launch might face. These early risks were broken into six 

overarching points: failure of compliance, finance, internal organization HR, negative board 

dynamic or collapse, HR between Launch and the general Lancaster community, and the 

risks that may come from working with healthcare providers. Expanded research on these 

topics is available both in the committee folder and in the document “Risk” under the 

“Working Documents” folder in Google Drive.  

○  Anju: A shortened presentation of Ad Hoc translator research. Expanded research is 

accessible in the Provider Engagement Committee Folder as said content was more 

thoroughly presented upon during a meeting of the committee. The research found that 

hospitals are generally understaffed regarding interpreters, but that properly trained 

interpreters are significantly more effective than translation performed by physicians who 

speak the language to some degree or the patient’s family member.  

● Board Funding and Donations Discussion / Banking: This section was presented to the Board 

by the Chairman and the Treasurer and was primarily centered around a brief conversation acting 

to inform the Board of ideas of potential banking options and opportunities to support funding. It 

was agreed that the topic of Board members providing a financial contribution would be discussed 

outside of the meeting in the absence of the Chairman. 
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